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into Rinuclear Square Pyramidal [Ni(qnqn)Cl,] 
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Summary Lowfrequency i.r. spectral evidence has been 
obtained which indicates that the violet distorted tetra- 
hedral complex, Ni(qnqn)CI,, is irreversibly converted 
under pressure into its yellow, binuclear, square pyra- 
midal isomer, [Ni(qnqn)CI,],; we believe this to be the 
first irreversible pressure induced solid state structural 
transformation reported for a transition-metal complex. 

SEVERAL papers have described co-ordination complexes 
with reversible pressure induced structural transformations 
in the solid state However, to date, we 
know of no reported instance of an irreversible pressure 
induced structural transf~rmation.~ This communication 
reports the first such irreversible transformation-a trans- 
formation involving both a change in co-ordination number 
and co-ordination geometry. 

and 208 cm-l either undergo large shifts or large decreases 
in intensity. After the release of the pressure, a spectrum 
quite different from that of violet Ni(qnqn) Cl,, but essenti- 
ally identical to that of yellow [Ni(qnqn)Cl,], is obtained, 
and strong bands are found at  283, 265, 250, and 198 em-l. 
Visual microscopic examination of the sample indicates that 
it has changed irreversibly from violet to yellow during 
the course of the experiment. 

and in solution.2 

Coffen and McEntee reported* on the preparation of both 
a yellow and a violet isomer of nickel chloride with tmns-2- 
(2'-quinolyl)methylene-3-quinuclidinone, (qnqn) . Subse- 
quent spectral and magnetic studies5 have shown that 
violet Ni(qnqn)Cl, contains nickel in a distorted tetrahedral 
environment bonded to two nitrogen atoms and two 
chlorine atoms. A single-crystal X-ray study6 has shown 
that the yellow [Si(qnqn)Cl,], isomer is binuclear, con- 
taining two nickel(11) ions with square pyramidal co- 
ordination geometry. The two nickel atoms are linked by 
two bridging chlorine atoms with slightly asymmetric 
bridging bond distances. 

The Figure presents the low-frequency i.r. spectrum of 
the ligand, qnqn. It is apparent that the i.r. spectrum of 
violet Ni(qnqn)Cl, undergoes a distinct change with in- 
creasing pressure; the major bands at 335 and 309 cm-l, 
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FIGURE. The low-frequency i.r. spectrum of the ligand, qnqn, 
A ;  violet Ni(qnqn)Cl, a t  ambient pressure, B; a t  ca. 20 kbar, C; 
and at ambient pressure after release of the pressure, D; a 
indicates an isotope-sensitive band. Only ca. 2 kbar are required 
for the structural transformation; but ca. 20 kbar are required to 
overcome the pressure gradients inherent in the diamond anvil 
cell. 

A pure nickel isotope study7 of both complexes has 
revealed that the 335, 309, 236, and 226cm-1 bands in 
violet Ni(qnqn)Cl, are isotope sensitive; the first two bands 
are assigned to the nickel-chlorine stretch and the second 
two bands to the nickel-nitrogen stretch. The relative 
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square pyramidal geometry about each nickel atom. The 
thermodynamically unfavourable reverse transformation5 
does not occur on release of the pressure. It is interesting 
t o  note that C~jqnqn)Cl ,~  also undergoes a reversible high 
pressure structural change.’ 

This work was performed under the auspices of the U.S. 
Atomic Energy Commission. G.J.L. would like to thank 
Argonne National Laboratory for a Faculty Research 
Participation Award. 

pressure dependences of the first two bands indicate that 
the 309 cni-1 band is the symmetric nickel-chlorine stretch- 
ing vibration. In yellow [Ni(qnqn)Cl,], the bands a t  283, 
265, 234, and 198 cm-l are isotope sensitive aiid are assigned’ 
to nickel-ligsnd skeletal vibrations. 

The authors believe that this unique irreversible struc- 
tural change is a direct result of the compression of the unit 
cell. Under prcssure, the two nickel-chlorine non-bonded 
distances decrease with the eventual formation of the two 
bridging chlorine atoms foundG in yellow [Ni(qnqn)Cl,],. 
Simultaneously, the remaining co-ordinated atoms undergo 
a twist to, in part, relieve the pressure and to produce the 
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